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F
rom a stratospheric view, 
campaign analysis can be 
regarded as assessing the 

combat power when and where 
needed to achieve strategic and 

a The ability to 

its capabilities and capacities and 
available combat potential, the distance 

objectives, and the logistics capability 
and capacity to move that force 

light, deterrence may be viewed as 

any element of the combat power 

analytical methods to employ in a 

three campaign analysis methods, 
each with its strengths and limitations, 

three the pyramid model method, the 
campaign analyst method, and the in-

overview of these three methods, and 
propose that as a military analytical 

with large campaign models when 

at the cost of informing planners in 
b

The Pyramid Model Method

inspired the familiar model pyramid 
progression with detailed physics 
models serving data to systems 

data to mission models and on to 

modelers are informed by wargaming 

and platform designers, emerging 
technologies, and intelligence on 

assess concept of operations, 

to retain as data is passed from one 
model to the other, and the method is 

where decision makers, analysts, 
and modelers alike at times have 
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the best technical assessments for 

these characteristics, this method is 

where the planning, programming, 

The Combat Analyst Method
The opposite end of the campaign 

gross level assessment for each 
combat power generation capability, 
force availability, time, distance, and 
logistics lift, and deterministic models 

of attrition are applied across logistic 

the campaign is weighed with a 

gain insight in important elements 
or identify high-risk missions to 

that logistic force ship capacities are 

determine impacts to planning when 

with an appreciation for analytical 
wargaming, probability, historical 
combat operations, and mission and 

combat analysts have to be integrated 

cells, something not characteristic 

method is appropriate when planning 

where a large campaign models may 

The In-Stride Campaign 
Assessment Method

for integrating campaign assessment 
with the earliest stages of campaign 

talented campaign assessor 

combat modeling, optimization, and 

wargaming inside the planning 

skills to apply to campaign metrics 

campaign analysis an integrated 

which can inform planners and 
commanders at each planning step 

allows, campaign analysts can call 

for detailed mission analysis and 

no time restriction as in COCOM 

Observations

may have become too enamored with 
what we can model and have placed 

investment decisions concerned with 

shifts attention and personnel from 

Granted, campaign analysts were 

within the joint planning process, 
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leadership how to leverage these 

Regardless of the method, campaign 

decision makers synthesized 

assessments where possible, and 

patterns of activity where certain 

concepts, and provide the basis for 
c

These are desired traits to have at all 

systems of opposing systems called 

the combat analysts and in-stride 

skilled in analytical tools at the 
operational and campaign planning 

Notes
aCombat power and available combat 

bFor an overview of campaign analysis 

c

combat models by a campaign 
analyst can provide critical insights to 
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